SACRE
3.45 pm THURSDAY, 25TH MARCH, 2021
REMOTE MEETING - MICROSOFT TEAMS
Please note that today’s Meeting will be recorded.
This recording may be broadcast on the Authority’s internet
All attendees will be in view of the camera and, by attending you are consenting to being
filmed and to the possible use of those images and sound recordings being used as
outlined above.

This Agenda has been prepared by the
Democratic Services Department. Any member of the public requiring information should
contact the department on (01685 725284) or email democratic@merthyr.gov.uk.
Any reference documents referred to but not published as part of this agenda can be found
on the Council’s website or intranet under Background Papers.

AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence

2.

Declaration of Interests
Members are reminded of their personal
responsibility to declare any personal and
prejudicial interest in respect of matters contained
in this agenda in accordance with the provisions of
the Local Government and Finance Act 1992
relating to Council Tax, the Local Government Act
2000, the Council’s Constitution and the Members
Code of Conduct

Note:
(a) Members are reminded that they must
identify the item number and subject matter
that their interest relates to and signify the
nature of the personal interest and
(b) Where Members withdraw from a Meeting
as a consequence of the disclosure of a
prejudicial interest they must notify the
Chair when they leave
3.

Membership Updates

4.

Minutes of the previous meeting held on 7th
December 2020

5.

Update on plans for examinations in 2021

6.

WASACRE business

7.

Updates on supporting RE and Collective Worship
in the 'new normal'

8.

Qualifications Wales Consultation / Qualified for
the Future: The Right Choice for Wales

9.

Dates for future meetings

10.

Any other business deemed urgent by the Chair

COMPOSITION:

5-8

9 - 14

Councillors E Galsworthy (Chair)
Rev. M Prevett (Vice-Chair)
Councillors: D Hughes, M Jones and I Thomas
Professional Associations:
S Bernard Henderson, L McCarthy, J Jones, K Thomas
and L Draper
Faith Communities:
D O'Keefe, A Star and J Brill,
A Lewis and A Hill
together with appropriate officers

If you would prefer a copy of this agenda in another language please contact
democratic@merthyr.gov.uk or telephone 01685 725284

Agenda Item 4

MINUTES OF MEETING

SACRE MEETING
MONDAY, 7TH DECEMBER, 2020
PRESENT:

Councillors:

E Galsworthy (Chair)
Rev. M Prevett (Vice-Chair)

Councillors:

D Hughes and I Thomas

Professional Associations:
J Jones
Faith Communities:
D O'Keefe and A Star
Officers:
A Lewis (Head of School Planning Performance and Resource)
and A Hill (Consultant for Merthyr SACRE)
M Edmunds (Democratic Services Officer)
ITEM
NO.

AGENDA MATTER

DECISION

237

Election of Chair and
Vice Chair

RESOLVED that:
a. Councillor Ernie Galsworthy be formally re-elected
as Chair.
b. Rev. Mark Prevett be formally re-elected as Vice
Chair.

238

Apologies for absence

Apologies for absence received from
Henderson and Lee-anne McCarthy.

239

Declaration of Interests

No declarations of interest were made.

240

Membership Updates

Angela Hill advised the members that Andrew Pitt of the
Evangelical Church
has resigned from the SACRE
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Sian

Bernard

Committee as he is relocating to Newport in the new year.
241

242

Minutes of Previous
Meeting held on 10th
March 2020 / Matters
Arising

RESOLVED that:

Annual Report 2019/20
(attached)

Angela Hill referred to the SACRE’s Annual Report for
2019-20 and led the Committee through the report.

The minutes of the meeting held on the 10th March 2020
were submitted and approved as a correct record.

Discussion ensued and it was RESOLVED that:
a. The Annual Report be agreed.
b. Karen Reddy to circulate the Annual Report to
Welsh Government together with the organisations,
as outlined in Appendix 4 of the report, by the 30th
December 2020.
243

Update on plans for
examinations in 2021
(Minister's
decision
attached)

Angela Hill gave an update on this matter and advised that
in addition to the papers within this agenda, the Minister
announced on the 10th November 2020 that pupils will be
assessed for GCSE’s, AS and A Level in teacher managed
assessments. They will start in the spring term in the form
of mainly tasks, assignments and tests.
Discussion ensued on the information contained in the
agenda and it was RESOLVED that:
Further details, which are due in January 2021, will be
circulated to members via Karen Reddy.

244

WASACRE Business:

244a

WASACRE personnel
update (attached)

Angela Hill gave an update to members on the results of the
Executive Committee election from the WASACRE AGM on
the 7th October 2020, as follows:
a. Rachel Samuel appointed to the position of Chair,
with the Rev. Canon Edward J Evans taking the
position of Immediate Past Chair.
b. Tania ap Sion appointed as Vice Chair.
c.

Phil Lord and John Meredith appointed to the
Executive Committee.

244b

Curriculum
(attached)

Updates

Angela Hill gave an update on the WASACRE/NAPfRE
Curriculum Update in relation to the present position with
RE/RVE and the new Curriculum for Wales and advised
that we are still awaiting the supporting framework which
hasn’t yet been released.

244c

WASACRE advice to
Schools on Collective
Worship (attached)

Angela Hill referred members to the update on collective
worship in the current climate, how to facilitate acts of
collective worship for distance learning and the suggested
resources.
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She advised that this is a very useful document and
stressed the importance of this being circulated to schools
as, even in these challenging times, there is still a legal
requirement for collective worship in the school environment
which needs to be met.
245

Minutes
from
WASACRE
Autumn
Meeting and AGM
(attached)

Angela Hill gave an update to members on the WASACRE
Autumn Meeting and AGM held via Microsoft Teams on
Wednesday, 7th October 2020.
Following a request from Rev Mark Prevett, Angela Hill
gave an update to members on the Right to Withdraw in
Wales and whether this was going to be part of the new
curriculum.

246

Open
discussion:
Ideas for supporting
RE and Collective
Worship in the 'new
format'

Angela Hill asked the members of the Committee,
especially the teaching representation, how they would like
to be supported in the delivery of RE under the current
circumstances and collective worship and how SACRE can
help out if possible.
Following discussion it was RESOLVED that:
A letter be sent to headteachers and RE teaching staff to
remind them that SACRE are here to support also
reminding them that RE and collective worship are still a
statutory requirement and providing them with a list of
access to free resources to various providers.

247

Dates and venues for
future meetings

It was agreed that Democratic Services liaise with members
on the date of the next meeting.

248

Any other business
deemed urgent by the
Chair

The Chair advised that there was no business deemed
urgent.
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Agenda Item 8
Notes on Qualified for the Future: The Right Choice for Wales Consultation
The latest consultation on qualifications at age 16 will be discussed in our next meeting. Please read
the notes below, which have been prepared by our RE Consultant, Angela Hill, as a starting point for
our discussions.
Thank you.

You will find the full consultation here:
qualified-for-the-future-the-right-choice-for-wales-consultation.pdf (qualificationswales.org)
SACRE is only concerned with the matters relating to Religion Values and Ethics (RVE)/Religious
Studies (RS) on pages 22-26.

Overview
Welsh Government proposes to introduce the new Curriculum for Wales in stages; from September
2022 it will apply to all learners in Year 7 and below. This timeline would mean that the first full
cohort to experience the new Curriculum for Wales will start Year 10 in September 2025 and finish
Year 11 in summer 2027. Our aim is for schools to be able to offer these learners the right choices
about the qualifications they will be studying when they reach Year 10.
The consultation seeks views on the future range of subjects that should be available as GCSEs and
which other made-for-Wales qualifications should be available alongside them.
Already decided:
Qualifications for 16-year-olds should still be called GCSEs, but that the content and assessment of
GCSE qualifications should change to meet future needs.
Who should respond?
Anyone with an interest in the education of young people in Wales. This includes learners, parents,
carers, learning providers and employers.
What is the deadline for responses?
9th April 2021
What should SACRE discuss and respond to in this consultation?
The consultation covers the whole curriculum. As a SACRE we are only concerned with proposals
relating to Religion, Values and Ethics (RVE) or Religious Studies (RS) as the GCSE is currently named.
RVE will be part of the Humanities Area of Learning and Experience (AoLE), so we will need to focus
ay discussion on its place within this AoLE.
Members of SACRE are strongly encouraged to respond as private individuals.
The proposal relating to Humanities including RS (or RVE) can be found on pages 22 to 26 of the
document. Please read these pages carefully.
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Here is a summary of what is being proposed:
1.Review and reform GCSEs in Business, Geography, History and Religious Studies.
2. If feasible, create a new GCSE in Social Studies (at present this is understood as an amalgam of
sociology and psychology).
3. If feasible, create a new integrated GCSE in Humanities. Qualifications in disciplines related to this
Area will continue to be available to schools and learners, provided they meet our guiding principles
and do not duplicate the main madefor-Wales qualifications in this Area.

Advice Notes for SACRE Members
Why is this important?
There is a compelling argument to for RVE/RS to be included as a compulsory element within the

suite of age-16 GCSE qualifications.
There are specific challenges for RVE in the New Curriculum in Wales. If a good resolution can be found
to offer a suitably rigorous and engaging GCSE in RVE/RS which is compulsory for all learners in Wales,
then this could ensure that RVE will retain a secure place on the curriculum, not only at 14-16, but
throughout primary and secondary education, leading up to it.
Crucially, compulsory entry to GCSE RVE/RS will enable SACREs to fulfil their role to assist local
authorities to monitor standards.
In England, subject-level ‘deep dives’ in the Oftsted Inspection Framework are enabling SACREs to deal
with non-compliance and to monitor standards in RE. With the new, integrated approach to the
curriculum in many schools in Wales, it is totally unfeasible that the Estyn Inspection framework will
scrutinise subjects. A compulsory GCSE-level qualification in RVE/RS in Wales will ensure full access to
the curriculum, avoiding non-compliance particularly at Key Stage 4 and supporting Key Stage 3 (as
eventually pupils will be ‘doing the exam’). A proper, GCSE-level qualification in RVE is absolutely
necessary to ensure compliance and avoid schools teaching other courses which do not properly meet
statutory requirements.
In removing the parental right to withdrawal, and retain RVE as a compulsory element of the
curriculum, the Minister has made a commitment to ensuring full access to RE for every learner in
Wales. As such, it could be argued that every learner should have fair access to have their study of
RVE acknowledged as a GCSE qualification. This could be as a full GCSE in RVE/RS or as a GCSE which
is half RVE/RS, combined with another Humanities Subject. A school’s option columns, if offering two
Humanities, could look something like this:
Option Box A

Option Box B

120-140 guided learning hours -3x50 or 3x60
mins pw over 2 years

120-140 guided learning hours -3x50 or 3x60
mins pw over 2 years

RS/RVE

RS/RVE

History

Humanities (RS/RVE+Geography)
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Geography

Humanities (RS/RVE+History)

Social Studies

Humanities (RS/RVE+Business Studies)

Business Studies

NO RS/RVE+ SOCIAL STUDIES AS SS IS ALREADY
MULTIDISCIPLINARY

RS/RVE

History

RS/RVE

Geography

RS/RVE

Social Studies

RS/RVE

Business Studies

Whilst two Humanities subjects could be successfully combined in one GCSE, SACRE members should
consider whether more subjects could realistically be combined into a single GCSE. Doing so may
reduce the disciplinary and substantive depth and rigour of the GCSE and place pressures on schools
and teachers in terms of having sufficient expertise to teach a number of disciplines at GCSE. I would
argue that there would almost certainly be an element of non-specialist teaching in any GCSE which
combines more than two disciplines.
It should also be kept in mind that there was in fact a ‘Humanities’ GCSE which was discontinued in
the 2016 reforms, as it was seen to lack depth and rigour.

Points to consider from the consultation document
Blue font indicates points that are taken from the consultation document.
Red font indicates possible issues arising from these points which SACRE members may wish to
discuss or include in our consultation response.

The proposals state that a school‘s Curriculum should offer learners aged 14 to 16 a choice to
specialise more in some Areas than others, while still ensuring that they experience some learning in
each Area.
It could be argued that as RVE is the only compulsory subject within its AoLE, and at 14-16 there
should be opportunities to specialise, there should be a GCSE in RS/RVE as that it should be
mandatory, and equivalent in content and challenge to the GCSE RS in England, in order to ensure
portability. A broad GCSE in Humanities would not give sufficient opportunities for pupils to
specialise.

The consultation states that it will be up to schools to select the qualifications they want to offer
based on their School Curriculum and the needs of their learners.
It could be argued that if pupils must study RVE to 16 in the new curriculum, then they should have
fair access to a qualification that recognises that study and is of equal value to its counterpart in
England and the rest of the UK – this would entail a GCSE-level qualification.
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GCSEs are sometimes described as academic qualifications, with more emphasis on theoretical
knowledge and less opportunity to develop practical skills. There is a perception that they are aimed
solely at supporting progression to further study at A level. This is a perception we want to change.
GCSEs can be designed to assess different kinds of knowledge and skills and to support broad
progression along academic, technical and vocational pathways.

This sounds benign and uncontroversial as set out, but it could have worrying consequences for
qualification portability as England is moving increasingly towards knowledge-based learning in
discursive subjects like RS (the consultation text goes on to explain that subjects like music and art
have a large skills-based evidence required for assessment, and it seems to imply that skills may
feature in other subjects as well). Of course, GCSE should not solely prepare pupils for A Levels, but
they should do this effectively, in addition to other educational goals.
Where we propose, in some cases, that qualifications in closely related subjects should be
combined, this is not intended to reduce choice. In the Areas where we propose combining existing
qualifications most learners at present take several qualifications in similar or closely related
subjects. Creating new, more consolidated qualifications in these Areas would give schools more
flexibility to reflect the breadth and balance of their School Curriculum in the combinations of
qualifications available to learners.
This indicates a possibility of a Humanities GCSE with RVE content tagged on. RVE is compulsory, so
how would this work? If we feel that it is desirable to retain a GCSE-level qualification in RVE/RS,
should we consider how to captialise on RVE’s compulsory status?

Current Provision in Humanities
In this Area at present, there are four made-for-Wales GCSEs available to schools. These are:
• Business
• History
• Geography
• Religious Studies (footnote: Available as both a full course and short course GCSE. The full course is
similar in size to other GCSEs, the short course covers half the content of the full course).
These qualifications were all reformed in 2016/2017. Our research and engagement with teachers
indicates that these new specifications are seen as content-heavy and challenging to deliver in the
time allocated within schools to teach these subjects.

Equivalence of RVE/RS with other subjects: It is certainly the case that RS GCSE is not suitable for
delivery in a reduced number of guided learning hours, but as a GCSE subject it needs to be
equivalent with other Humanities subjects. If schools attempt to deliver the GCSE in fewer guided
learning hours than recommended, this cannot be regarded as a fault of the GCSE’s design.
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Is there an implication that Humanities GCSEs in Wales are to be dumbed down, rather than there
being a push to raise standards? Should an RVE/RS GCSE be designed to fit in with a lower number of
guided learning hours given to it in some schools? How could such a qualification be deemed
equivalent with other GCSEs?
There are real concerns to be addressed regarding the potential damage the prospects of young
people in Wales if Humanities GCSEs are in any way dumbed down or perceived to be dumbed down
in Wales. The subsidiarity (schools designing their own curricula) and integrated approach to the
curriculum might necessitate a dumbing down, as these features of the New Curriculum for Wales
may well mean that pupils will not be beginning GCSE from even a broadly common starting point.
A key question is how har we should advocate for continuation of a discrete ‘RS’ GCSE, albeit maybe
with a different name. Short course is still under discussion.
Should SACRE consider the prospect of many schools making a Humanities GCSE compulsory in
which a very small amount of RVE is included. This would be damaging for other Humanities subjects
as well. Even if discrete subjects are available, schools might not offer them and if they do, pupils
may not take them.

The Questions for SACRE
There are three questions which concern SACRE, which will be discussed in the Spring SACRE
meeting.

There is insufficient detail about what ‘reform’ means to comment on this.
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Social Studies is envisaged as Psychology and Sociology, primarily – already two disciplines. It may
not be in the best interests of RS/RVE to be incorporated in Social Studies. The proposals do not
make clear whether this is an intention.

Attempting an amalgam of the many subjects that make up the Humanities Area of Learning and
Experience would likely not allow enough depth to properly constitute GCSE learning, and certainly
would not be comparable with England. Teachers may not have the breadth of skills or depth of
knowledge to teach across all Humanities for GCSE – there will be elements that must be taught by
non-specialist teachers – this is not in the interests of pupils or the profession. RS/RVE plus 1 other
Humanities subject could be successfully combined. It is desirable, I would argue, that RVE plus 1
other as RVE to be compulsory at 16, unlike the other humanities and pupils can then choose a
second full discrete GCSE in another Humanities subject or they can choose full, dicrete RS/RVE and
another full, discrete Humanities. The minimum obligation upon schools is to offer RS/RVE as half of
a GCSE alongside another Humanities subject.
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